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Review:Representation of Stationary Processes
x(u): realizations of a stationary process X(u) (not Gaussian)

Discriminability: need to capture high-order moments

�(X) = {E(fi(X))}i

Stability: E(kb�(X)� �(X)k2) small

b�(X) =

(
1

N

X

n

fi(x)(n)

)

i

Estimation from samples x(n):



Review:Properties of Scattering Moments
• Captures high order moments:

m = 1 m = 2
SJ [p]XPower Spectrum

[Bruna, Mallat, ’11,’12]

• Cascading non-linearities is necessary to reveal higher-
order moments.



Review: Scattering and Intermittency

Theorem [BBMM’13]:

If X(t) Fractional Brownian Motion, then

˜SX(l) ' 2

�l/2 ,

If X(t)↵-stable Lévy process, then

˜SX(l) ' 2

l(↵�1�1) ,

If X(t)Multiplicative Random Cascade, then

˜SX(l) ' O(1) ,
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Second Order: Measure of Multiscale Intermittency

X(t) ⇠ FBM X(t) ⇠ Lévy X(t) ⇠ MRW

eSX(l)
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Review:CNNs for Texture Representation

• Q:How to obtain a texture representation from a CNN?
• Simple, yet powerful, idea [Gatys et al.’15]: 
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Figure 1: Synthesis method. Texture analysis (left). The original texture is passed through the CNN
and the Gram matrices G

l

on the feature responses of a number of layers are computed. Texture
synthesis (right). A white noise image ~̂x is passed through the CNN and a loss function E

l

is
computed on every layer included in the texture model. The total loss function L is a weighted sum
of the contributions E

l

from each layer. Using gradient descent on the total loss with respect to the
pixel values, a new image is found that produces the same Gram matrices Ĝ

l

as the original texture.

spatial extent of the image. In the model a texture is uniquely defined by the outcome of those
measurements and every image that produces the same outcome should be perceived as the same
texture. Therefore new samples of a texture can be generated by finding an image that produces the
same measurement outcomes as the original texture. Conceptually this idea was first proposed by
Julesz [13] who conjectured that a visual texture can be uniquely described by the Nth-order joint
histograms of its pixels. Later on, texture models were inspired by the linear response properties
of the mammalian early visual system, which resemble those of oriented band-pass (Gabor) filters
[10, 21]. These texture models are based on statistical measurements taken on the filter responses
rather than directly on the image pixels. So far the best parametric model for texture synthesis
is probably that proposed by Portilla and Simoncelli [21], which is based on a set of carefully
handcrafted summary statistics computed on the responses of a linear filter bank called Steerable
Pyramid [24]. However, although their model shows very good performance in synthesising a wide
range of textures, it still fails to capture the full scope of natural textures.

In this work, we propose a new parametric texture model to tackle this problem (Fig. 1). Instead
of describing textures on the basis of a model for the early visual system [21, 10], we use a con-
volutional neural network – a functional model for the entire ventral stream – as the foundation for
our texture model. We combine the conceptual framework of spatial summary statistics on feature
responses with the powerful feature space of a convolutional neural network that has been trained on
object recognition. In that way we obtain a texture model that is parameterised by spatially invariant
representations built on the hierarchical processing architecture of the convolutional neural network.
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Stationary or “style” representation:

�(x) =

(
1

Nk

X

uk

�k(x)(uk, ·)�k(x)(uk, ·)T , k = 1  K

)

Let (�1(x)(u1,�1),�2(x)(u2,�2), . . . ,�K(x)(uK ,�K)) the outputs of each layer

of a pre-trained CNN



Review: Texture and Geometry
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Figure 3. Images that combine the content of a photograph with the style of several well-known artworks. The images were created by
finding an image that simultaneously matches the content representation of the photograph and the style representation of the artwork.
The original photograph depicting the Neckarfront in Tübingen, Germany, is shown in A (Photo: Andreas Praefcke). The painting that
provided the style for the respective generated image is shown in the bottom left corner of each panel. B The Shipwreck of the Minotaur
by J.M.W. Turner, 1805. C The Starry Night by Vincent van Gogh, 1889. D Der Schrei by Edvard Munch, 1893. E Femme nue assise by
Pablo Picasso, 1910. F Composition VII by Wassily Kandinsky, 1913.
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Review: State-space Models

•  

•  

•  

• Only tractable on particular models.

7

We can consider a hidden state Yt with its own internal dynamics:

Yt+1 = F (Yt,Wt)

Wt: Internal noise modeling uncertainty

Hidden states influences observations Xt:

Xt = G(Yt, Zt)

Zt: observational noise

Q: How to infer the hidden states given observations?
i.e P (Yt | X1, . . . , Xt)



• We can combine the advantages of previous models into 
a non-linear continuous dynamical system:

• Typically, we consider 

Review: Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)
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p(X1, . . . , Xt) =
Y

it

p(Xi | Yi) with

Yi = F✓(Yi�1, Xi�1) Fi 2 RL

Xt

Yt+1

p(Xt+1 | X1, . . . , Xt)

F✓(Yi, Xi) = ⇢(AY,Y Yi�1 +AY,XXi) ,

with ⇢ a non-expansive point-wise nonlinearity.



Objectives

• RNNs and Memory
– Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
– Explicit Memory Models

• Applications

9



RNN and Memory

• Q: How to efficiently store and leverage memory?

• Example: character-level prediction:

• Can the RNN handle long memory? 

10

“Whenever I find myself growing grim about the mouth; whenever it is a damp, 
drizzly November in my soul; whenever I find myself involuntarily pausing 

before coffin warehouses, and bringing up the rear of every funeral I meet; and 
especially whenever my hypos get such an upper hand of me, that it requires a 
strong moral principle to prevent me from deliberately stepping into the street, 
and methodically knocking people's hats off - then, I account it high time to get 

to sea as soon as I can.”



“Vanishing Gradient” Problem

• The parameters of the RNN are trained by gradient 
descent by unrolling T steps of the recurrence:

Yt+1 = ⇢(AY,Y Yt +AY,XXt)



“Vanishing Gradient” Problem

• The parameters of the RNN are trained by gradient 
descent by unrolling T steps of the recurrence:

• For the purpose of updating the parameters, the loss at 
time t is thus expressed in terms of  T previous hidden 
states: 

12

Yt+1 = ⇢(AY,Y Yt +AY,XXt)

`(Ôt, Ot) = G(Yt, Yt�1, . . . , Yt�T , Xt, . . . , Xt�T )

@`(Ôt, Ot)

@AY,Y
=

X

iT

@G

@Yt�i

@Yt�i

@AY,Y

=
X

iT

@G

@Yt

0

@
Y

ji

@Yt�j

@Yt�j�1

1

A @Yt�i

@AY,Y



“Vanishing Gradient” Problem

• The terms connecting the hidden variables are

13

@Yt�j

@Yt�j�1
= diag(⇢0(Yt�j))A

T
Y,Y



“Vanishing Gradient” Problem

• The terms connecting the hidden variables are

• It results that communicating information for large T is 
unstable:
–  

–  

14

@Yt�j

@Yt�j�1
= diag(⇢0(Yt�j))A

T
Y,Y

If kAY,Y k < 1, then

@Yt
@Yt�T

! 0 exponentially fast in T .
(short memory regime)

If kAY,Y k > 1, then the gradients might grow exponentially.



“Vanishing Gradient” Problem

• The terms connecting the hidden variables are

• It results that communicating information for large T is 
unstable:
–  

–  
• Gradient clipping is a popular heuristic to address.
• One can constrain/initialize the transition matrices to be 

unitary [Arjovsky et al’15, Henaff et al,’16] to mitigate this 
problem.

15

@Yt�j

@Yt�j�1
= diag(⇢0(Yt�j))A

T
Y,Y

If kAY,Y k < 1, then

@Yt
@Yt�T

! 0 exponentially fast in T .
(short memory regime)

If kAY,Y k > 1, then the gradients might grow exponentially.



Unitary Recurrent Networks

• Consider a state-space evolution of the form:

Yt+1 = AY,Y Yt + ⇢(AY,XXt) , with A⇤
Y,Y AY,Y = 1 .



Unitary Recurrent Networks

• Consider a state-space evolution of the form:

• The eigenvectors of          are “clocks”:

Yt+1 = AY,Y Yt + ⇢(AY,XXt) , with A⇤
Y,Y AY,Y = 1 .

AY,Y = V diag(ei�1 , . . . , ei�n)V ⇤

AY,Y

eigenspace k

yk

y0k = yke
i�kt

0
y0k = yke

i�kt
0

Assume �j 2 Q:

eigenspace k0

yk0



Unitary Recurrent Networks

• The eigenvectors of          are “clocks”:

• Information is preserved and can be accessed periodically 
(eg for copying tasks). 

• See [Henaff et al.’16] for more details.

AY,Y = V diag(ei�1 , . . . , ei�n)V ⇤

AY,Y

Assume �j 2 Q:

eigenspace k

yk

y0k = yke
i�kt

0
y0k = yke

i�kt
0

eigenspace k0

yk0



Unitary Recurrent Networks

• The eigenvectors of          are “clocks”:

• Information is preserved and can be accessed periodically 
(eg for copying tasks). 

• See [Henaff et al.’16] for more details.
• Q: How else can we “keep” information?

AY,Y = V diag(ei�1 , . . . , ei�n)V ⇤

AY,Y

Assume �j 2 Q:

eigenspace k

yk

y0k = yke
i�kt

0
y0k = yke

i�kt
0

eigenspace k0

yk0



Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)

20

[Hochreiter & Schmidhuber’97]



Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)

• A very popular and efficient alternative is to modify the 
transition operator using gating mechanisms:

21

[Hochreiter & Schmidhuber’97]



Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
•A very popular and efficient alternative is to modify the 

transition operator using gating mechanisms:

•The cell is a memory that needs to be explicitly erased in order 
to disappear. 

•What to store and when to write/erase is modeled with 
differentiable gates, trained with gradient descent.

22

[Hochreiter & Schmidhuber’97]



RNN Perspectives and Open Questions

• Prediction Challenge: capture long-term dependencies 
with tractable models.

• Linear vs Non-linear state-space dynamics. 
– Can we trade-off higher dimensional linear dynamics with non-linear, 

lower-dimensional dynamics?
– Role of gating and relationship with Residual Training. Optimization 

advantage or a more fundamental principle? 

• Inference?

23



Examples: Language Modeling

• Recurrent Networks trained on character prediction. 
[Karpathy’15].

• The model includes several LSTM layers
• Text is generated by sampling from the multinomial 

output distribution, and feeding back the sample into the 
hidden-state evolution equation.

24



Language Modeling

• Examples on Shakespeare training:

25

PANDARUS: 
Alas, I think he shall be come approached and the day 
When little srain would be attain'd into being never fed, 
And who is but a chain and subjects of his death, 
I should not sleep. 

Second Senator: 
They are away this miseries, produced upon my soul, 
Breaking and strongly should be buried, when I perish 
The earth and thoughts of many states. 

DUKE VINCENTIO: 
Well, your wit is in the care of side and that. 

Second Lord: 
They would be ruled after this chamber, and 
my fair nues begun out of the fact, to be conveyed, 
Whose noble souls I'll have the heart of the wars. 

Clown: 
Come, sir, I will make did behold your worship. 

VIOLA: 
I'll drink it.



Language Modeling
• Examples on Code generation (model has a million params):

26

/*
 * Increment the size file of the new incorrect UI_FILTER group information
 * of the size generatively.
 */
static int indicate_policy(void)
{
  int error;
  if (fd == MARN_EPT) {
    /*
     * The kernel blank will coeld it to userspace.
     */
    if (ss->segment < mem_total)
      unblock_graph_and_set_blocked();
    else
      ret = 1;
    goto bail;
  }
  segaddr = in_SB(in.addr);
  selector = seg / 16;
  setup_works = true;
  for (i = 0; i < blocks; i++) {
    seq = buf[i++];
    bpf = bd->bd.next + i * search;
    if (fd) {
      current = blocked;
    }
  }
  rw->name = "Getjbbregs";
  bprm_self_clearl(&iv->version);
  regs->new = blocks[(BPF_STATS << info->historidac)] | PFMR_CLOBATHINC_SECONDS << 12;
  return segtable;
}



Language Modeling

• Inspecting what the model learns:

27



Language Modeling

• Inspecting what the model learns:

28



Language Modeling

29

• Inspecting what the model learns:



Language Modeling

30



RNNs vs n-gram statistics

• On discrete sequences such as characters, a powerful 
baseline is given by n-gram models. 

•  

31

p(Xt+1 = ck | Xt = cjn , Xt�1 = cjn�1 , . . . , Xt�n+1 = cj1) = ⇡k(j1, . . . , jn)

multinomial distribution:

Xi 2 X , X = {c1, . . . , cK} .



RNNs vs n-gram statistics
• On discrete sequences such as characters, a powerful 

baseline is given by n-gram models. 

•  

• Maximum Likelihood estimate: 

• This model explicitly remembers all n last terms (but 
nothing else).

• Efficient storing using sparsity and histogram clipping 
techniques.  

32

b⇡k(j1, . . . , jn) = empirical frequency of the sequence (cj1 , . . . , cjn , ck)

p(Xt+1 = ck | Xt = cjn , Xt�1 = cjn�1 , . . . , Xt�n+1 = cj1) = ⇡k(j1, . . . , jn)

multinomial distribution:

Xi 2 X , X = {c1, . . . , cK} .



RNNs vs n-gram statistics

• Natural Text (Shakespeare) using n=2:

33

[Y. Goldberg]

Fif thad yourty
Fare sid on Che as al my he sheace ing.

Thy your thy ove dievest sord wit whand of sold iset?

Commet laund hant.

KINCESARGANT:
Out aboy tur Pome you musicell losts, blover.

How difte quainge to sh,
And usbas ey will Chor bacterea, and mens grou:

Princeser,
'Tis a but be;

I hends ing noth much?

http://nbviewer.jupyter.org/gist/yoavg/d76121dfde2618422139


RNNs vs n-gram statistics

• Natural Text (Shakespeare) using n=4:

34

[Y. Goldberg]

THUR:
Will comfited our flight offend make thy love;
Brothere is oats at on thes:'--why, cross and so

her shouldestruck at one their hearina in all go to lives of 
Costag,

To his he tyrant of you our the fill we hath trouble an over me?

KING JOHN:
Great though I gain; for talk to mine and to the Christ: a right 

him out
To kiss;

And to a kindness not of loves you Gower and to the stray
Than hers of ever in this flight?

I do me,
After, wild,

Or, if I into ebbs, by fair too me knowned worship asider 
thyself-skin ever is again, and eat behold speak imposed thy 

hand. Give and cours not sweet you of sorrow then; for they are 
gone! Then the prince, I

see your likewis, is thee; and him for is them hearts, we have a 
kiss,

And it is the come, some an eanly; you that am fire: prince when 
'twixt young piece, that honourish we fort

http://nbviewer.jupyter.org/gist/yoavg/d76121dfde2618422139


RNNs vs n-gram statistics

• Natural Text (Shakespeare) using n=10:

35

[Y. Goldberg]

SEBASTIAN:
Do I stand till the break off.

BIRON:
Hide thy head.

VENTIDIUS:
He purposeth to Athens: whither, with the vow

I made to handle you.

FALSTAFF:
My good knave.

MALVOLIO:
Sad, lady! I could be forgiven you, you're welcome. Give ear, sir, my 

doublet and hose and leave this present death.

Second Gentleman:
Who may that she confess it is my lord enraged and forestalled ere we come 

to be a man. Drown thyself?

APEMANTUS:
Ho, ho! I laugh to see your beard!

BOYET:
Madam, in great extremes of passion as she

discovers it.

http://nbviewer.jupyter.org/gist/yoavg/d76121dfde2618422139


RNNs vs n-gram statistics

• Linux source code using n=10:

36

[Y. Goldberg]

~~/*
 * linux/kernel/time.c
 * Please report this on hardware.
 */
void irq_mark_irq(unsigned long old_entries, eval);

/*
 * Divide only 1000 for ns^2 -> us^2 conversion values don't overflow:
seq_puts(m, "\ttramp: %pS",

(void *)class->contending_point]++;
if (likely(t->flags & WQ_UNBOUND)) {

/*
 * Update inode information. If the
 * slowpath and sleep time (abs or rel)

 * @rmtp: remaining (either due
 * to consume the state of ring buffer size. */

header_size - size, in bytes, of the chain.
 */
BUG_ON(!error);
} while (cgrp) {
if (old) {
if (kdb_continue_catastrophic;

#endif

/*
 * for the deadlock.\n");

return 0;
}
#endif

http://nbviewer.jupyter.org/gist/yoavg/d76121dfde2618422139


RNN vs n-gram statistics

• English language (syntactics) is reasonably well modeled 
with explicit short memory models. 
– The RNN just need to remember the last n characters well. 

• However, other discrete time series require selective 
long-term memory:
– Source code requires opening/closing brackets and indentation.

37



Music Generation

38

• Train an LSTM to model piano music using midi files

• Once the model is trained, we use it as a generator by 
sampling from the output distribution and feeding back 
the samples into the model to generate the next sample.

• Examples from [http://www.hexahedria.com/2015/08/03/
composing-music-with-recurrent-neural-networks/]

http://www.hexahedria.com/2015/08/03/composing-music-with-recurrent-neural-networks/


Handwitten Synthesis

Figure 15: Real and generated handwriting. The top line in each block is
real, the rest are unbiased samples from the synthesis network. The two texts
are from the validation set and were not seen during training.

33

[A. Graves]
39



Sequence Structured Prediction
• Many tasks require a prediction from sequence to 

sequence:

40

There is a light that never goes out

Il y a une lumière qui ne disparait jamais

Machine Translation

Question Answering

What is the best ramen place in the Bay Area?

Ramen Shop, in Rockridge



Sequence Structured Prediction

• Conditional model: 
– Input sequence is used to initialize the state of the output decoder.

41

input sequence

“There” “is” “a” “light”“that”“never”“goes” “out” EOF

“jamais”
“disparait”“ne” “qui”“lumiere”“une” “a” “y” “Il”

output sequence

p(X̃ | X) =
TY

t=0

p(X̃t+1 | X, X̃1, . . . , X̃t)

X

X̃

�(X)



“Attention” Mechanisms

• Limits of sequence-to-sequence model. 
– All the information of the input sequence is contained in the vector

– As the length of input increases, we require more information to 
perform the translation.

42

�(X)



“Attention” Mechanisms

• Limits of sequence-to-sequence model. 
– All the information of the input sequence is contained in the vector

– As the length of input increases, we require more information to 
perform the translation. 

– Although the global amount of information grows, the local amount 
of information required to translate does not. How to exploit it?

43

�(X)



“Attention” Mechanisms

44

[Badhanu et al.’15]

input sequence

“There” “is” “a” “light”“that”“never”“goes” “out” EOF

“jamais”
“disparait”“ne” “qui”“lumiere”“une” “a” “y” “Il”

output sequence

X

X̃

�(X)



“Attention” Mechanisms

45

[Badhanu et al.’15]

input sequence

“There” “is” “a” “light”“that”“never”“goes” “out” EOF

“jamais”
“disparait”“ne” “qui”“lumiere”“une” “a” “y” “Il”

output sequence

X

X̃

�(X)



“Attention” Mechanisms

46

[Badhanu et al.’15]

input sequence

“There” “is” “a” “light”“that”“never”“goes” “out” EOF

“jamais”
“disparait”“ne” “qui”“lumiere”“une” “a” “y” “Il”

output sequence

X

X̃

�(X)

p(X̃ | X) =
TY

t=0

p(X̃t+1 | att(X, X̃1, . . . , X̃t), X̃1, . . . , X̃t)



“Attention” Mechanisms

• Pros
– Generalizes to larger input/output sequences.

• Challenges
– Harder to train
– How to address larger memories efficiently?
– Learning where to look?

47

[Badhanu et al.’15]



Machine Translation

Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2015

normalized the L2-norm of the gradient of the cost function each time to be at most a predefined
threshold of 1, when the norm was larger than the threshold (Pascanu et al., 2013b). Each SGD
update direction was computed with a minibatch of 80 sentences.

At each update our implementation requires time proportional to the length of the longest sentence in
a minibatch. Hence, to minimize the waste of computation, before every 20-th update, we retrieved
1600 sentence pairs, sorted them according to the lengths and split them into 20 minibatches. The
training data was shuffled once before training and was traversed sequentially in this manner.

In Tables 2 we present the statistics related to training all the models used in the experiments.

C TRANSLATIONS OF LONG SENTENCES

Source An admitting privilege is the right of a doctor to admit a patient to a hospital or a medical centre
to carry out a diagnosis or a procedure, based on his status as a health care worker at a hospital.

Reference Le privilège d’admission est le droit d’un médecin, en vertu de son statut de membre soignant
d’un hôpital, d’admettre un patient dans un hôpital ou un centre médical afin d’y délivrer un
diagnostic ou un traitement.

RNNenc-50 Un privilège d’admission est le droit d’un médecin de reconnaı̂tre un patient à l’hôpital ou un
centre médical d’un diagnostic ou de prendre un diagnostic en fonction de son état de santé.

RNNsearch-50 Un privilège d’admission est le droit d’un médecin d’admettre un patient à un hôpital ou un
centre médical pour effectuer un diagnostic ou une procédure, selon son statut de travailleur des
soins de santé à l’hôpital.

Google
Translate

Un privilège admettre est le droit d’un médecin d’admettre un patient dans un hôpital ou un
centre médical pour effectuer un diagnostic ou une procédure, fondée sur sa situation en tant
que travailleur de soins de santé dans un hôpital.

Source This kind of experience is part of Disney’s efforts to ”extend the lifetime of its series and build
new relationships with audiences via digital platforms that are becoming ever more important,”
he added.

Reference Ce type d’expérience entre dans le cadre des efforts de Disney pour ”étendre la durée de
vie de ses séries et construire de nouvelles relations avec son public grâce à des plateformes
numériques qui sont de plus en plus importantes”, a-t-il ajouté.

RNNenc-50 Ce type d’expérience fait partie des initiatives du Disney pour ”prolonger la durée de vie de
ses nouvelles et de développer des liens avec les lecteurs numériques qui deviennent plus com-
plexes.

RNNsearch-50 Ce genre d’expérience fait partie des efforts de Disney pour ”prolonger la durée de vie de ses
séries et créer de nouvelles relations avec des publics via des plateformes numériques de plus
en plus importantes”, a-t-il ajouté.

Google
Translate

Ce genre d’expérience fait partie des efforts de Disney à “étendre la durée de vie de sa série et
construire de nouvelles relations avec le public par le biais des plates-formes numériques qui
deviennent de plus en plus important”, at-il ajouté.

Source In a press conference on Thursday, Mr Blair stated that there was nothing in this video that might
constitute a ”reasonable motive” that could lead to criminal charges being brought against the
mayor.

Reference En conférence de presse, jeudi, M. Blair a affirmé qu’il n’y avait rien dans cette vidéo qui puisse
constituer des ”motifs raisonnables” pouvant mener au dépôt d’une accusation criminelle contre
le maire.

RNNenc-50 Lors de la conférence de presse de jeudi, M. Blair a dit qu’il n’y avait rien dans cette vidéo qui
pourrait constituer une ”motivation raisonnable” pouvant entraı̂ner des accusations criminelles
portées contre le maire.

RNNsearch-50 Lors d’une conférence de presse jeudi, M. Blair a déclaré qu’il n’y avait rien dans cette vidéo qui
pourrait constituer un ”motif raisonnable” qui pourrait conduire à des accusations criminelles
contre le maire.

Google
Translate

Lors d’une conférence de presse jeudi, M. Blair a déclaré qu’il n’y avait rien dans cette vido
qui pourrait constituer un ”motif raisonnable” qui pourrait mener à des accusations criminelles
portes contre le maire.

Table 3: The translations generated by RNNenc-50 and RNNsearch-50 from long source sentences
(30 words or more) selected from the test set. For each source sentence, we also show the gold-
standard translation. The translations by Google Translate were made on 27 August 2014.
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